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The scorpion thus chose destruction ...
Let us not be afraid of words : we are living the biggest genocide ever
premeditated and executed against humanity, since besides the nuclear
holocaust threat, it aims to poison, in 5 years, at least 2 billion people, including
especially the Western (Western European and Northern American) populations.
Until now, most victims have been swindled, because in their collective
imagination, for the vast majority of people, it was beyond comprehension.
Public opinion has struggled to admit that the accused pluto-imperialists could be able of organizing such a megasacrifice to avenge their ultimate failure. Yet their actions show that they want to destroy as much as possible what
they have missed -the resources of nations- because they have failed to impose in it the illegitimate Great Reset that
would have saved them from the general collapse that they had since a long time themselves provoked.
In this spirit, the massive anti-Covid19 pseudo-vaccination that they imposed on the victim peoples, through very
strong pressure and threats, was in fact a repeated injection of lethal substances with staggered effects, causing incurable pathologies. For the victims, in addition to infertility, it results in a diversion of their natural protective antibodies,
by a flawed genetic reprogramming, combined with a corrosive and thrombogenic action of spike proteins, to sabotage
each attacked organism, until its death, sometimes early, but more often after a long and hard disability, as the harmful
effects are made as sordid as irreversible.
And there, even if the "injected" ones are mainly sacrificed, many non-injectees are also condemned, notably as
a result of famines, epidemics temporarily made untreatable by dilapidated healthcare structures, and by civil violence,
wars, and many other cumulative evils. It has become clear and convincing that the false Covid19 pandemic had to
conceal and exploit such a general collapse, initiated since at least 2008, by imposing a strengthened control of the
populations, and new societal rules favorable to the predatory pluto-imperialist. This process having escaped its manipulators, by multiple reactive oppositions, it continues on its own chaotic way.
So it’s not all over. In particular, when the victims who
are still robust enough will realize that they have been
murdered on the pretext of protecting them, their reaction
will likely be terribly violent. But as I previously announced, I prefer to stop here the follow-up of these
events, and to propose instead to meet again when we
will need to rebuild. What will happen sooner or later.
In the meantime, let’s not forget an important point : the pluto-imperialists will still try for some time, by all
means, to make the responsibility of the ongoing Western societal collapse on the reactions (provoked) of the
victim peoples. If they can’t, or not enough, do it, they could try to engage NATO in an ultimate nuclear military
confrontation, where the Russians will then have to strike hard in first to protect themselves, and all the more
radically ridding the world of pluto-imperialist dystopia. Bets therefore remain open for an internal systemic collapse, with or without external coup de grace.
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Update of 02-04-2022 : Russia launches the offensive phase of the global civilizational self-correction !

